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ABOD3: A GRAPHICAL VISUALIZATION

AND REAL-TIME DEBUGGING TOOL FOR BOD AGENTS
— ANDREAS THEODOROU, JOANNA J. BRYSON —

REACTIVE PLANNING
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Behavior Oriented Design (BOD) (Bryson, 2001) takes inspiration
both from the well-established programming paradigm object-
oriented design (ODD) and Behaviour-Base AI (BBAI), to provide a
concrete architecture for developing complete, complex agents,
with multiple conflicting goals and mutual-exclusive means of
achieving those goals.

POSH planning is the action selection for reactive planning
derivative of BOD. POSH combines faster response times similar to
reactive approaches for BBAI with goal-directed plans (Bryson,
2008). A POSH plan consists of the following plan elements:

Drive Collection (DC): The root node of the plan. It contains a set
of Drives and is responsible for giving attention to the highest
priority Drive. To allow the agent to shift and focus attention, only
one Drive can be active in any given cycle.

Drive (D): Allows for the design and pursuit of a specific behaviour
as it maintains its execution state. The releaser, is a precondition
using sensory in to determine if the drive should be pursued. The
Drive execution frequency limits the rate at which the Drive can
be executed.

Competence (C): A self contained basic reactive plan (BRP), each
containing one or more Competence Elements (CE), each of which
has a priority and a releaser.

Action Pattern (AP): Used to reduce the computational
complexity of search within the plan space and to allow a
coordinated fixed sequential execution of a set of Actions.

The Instinct Planner is a reactive planner based on the POSH
planner. It includes several enhancements taken from more recent
papers extending POSH (Gaudl and Bryson, 2014).

In an Instinct plan, the AP contains one or more Action Pattern
Elements (APE), each of which has a priority, and links to a specific
Action, Competence, or another AP.
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System Architecture Diagram
of ABOD3, showing its
modular, expandable design.
All of ABOD3 was written in
Java8 and JavaFX.

Results from online, pre-
recorded experiment,
where ABOD3 was used to
playback a log file and a
video of the robot.

USE CASES

Real-time debugging: Designed to allow not only the development of reactive plans, but also to debug such plans in real time to
reduce the time required to develop an agent. This allows the development and testing of plans from a same application.

Log file support: Allow the usage of log files, while simulating their execution in real time. A media player is included and is
synchronised with the log, allowing you a reconstruction of the run.

Behavior Oriented Design (BOD) Agents support: Provides built-in visualisation, editing, and debugging support for any BOD-
compliant agent, including POSH and Instinct plans. Can be expanded to support additional BOD plan derivatives and planners All
of ABOD3 was written in Java8, with modular, expandable code.

Extensible, user-customisable UI: Plan elements, their subtrees, and debugging-related information can be hidden, to allow
different levels of abstraction and present only relevant information.

Results Group One (w/o ABOD3) Group Two (ABOD3)

Robot is thinking 0.36 (SD 0.48) 0.65 (SD 0.48)

Robot is intelligent 2.64 (SD 0.88) 2.74 (SD 1.07)

Understanding Objective 0.68 (SD 0.47) 0.74 (SD 0.44)

Mental Model Accuracy 1.86 (SD 1.42) 3.39 (SD 2.08)

ABOD3 was used in two experiments to determine the effects of transparency on the mental models formed by humans.

Subjects can show marked improvement in the accuracy of their mental model of a robot observed, if they also see an
accompanying display of the robot's real-time decision making as provided by ABOD3.

Providing transparency information by using ABOD3 does help users to understand the behaviour of the robot, calibrating their
expectations.

Results Group One (w/o ABOD3) Group Two (ABOD3)

Robot is thinking 0.46 (SD 0.50) 0.56 (SD 0.50)

Robot is intelligent 2.96 (SD 0.18) 3.15 (SD 1.18)

Understanding Objective 0.50 (SD 0.50) 0.89 (SD 0.31)

Mental Model Accuracy 1.89 (SD 1.42) 3.52 (SD 2.10)

Results directly observing
the robot, using ABOD3 to
provide transparency
information in real-time.

FUTURE WORK

Further debugging features: We plan to continue developing this
new editor, implementing debug functions such as “fast-forward‘”
in pre-recorded log files and usage of breakpoints in real-time.

Use with games AI: We plan to develop a new planner, for the
game DEFCON, to be used alongside the editor. We will test the
hypothesis that having access to transparency information can you
help you cooperate better with an intelligent agent.

Empirical study on how it helps developers: A beta version of the
editor will be released to inexperienced AI developers. We plan to
gather feedback on how ABOD3 and its debugging capabilities
helped them understand, develop, and tune intelligent agents.

Left: ABOD3 in debug mode.

Right: The R5 ARDUINO based 
Maker Robot. It can 
communicate directly with 
ABOD3 via WiFi.

Debugging of the R5, using
captured log and video files.

Plan elements were hidden to
provide a high level overview
of the plan, making it friendly
for non-technical users.


